ABSTRACT Sparse representations have been extended to color image processing. However, existing sparse models treat each color image pixel either as a scalar which loses color structures or as a quaternion vector matrix with high computational complexity. In this paper, we propose a novel sparse representation model for color image that bears multiple channels based on geometric algebra. First, a novel theory of reduced geometric algebra (RGA) is provided, including commutative sparse basis and the geometric operations. Second, taking advantage of the RGA theory, the model represents color image with three-channel as a multivector with the spatial and spectral information in RGA space. Third, the dictionary learning algorithm is provided using the K-RGA-based singular value decomposition (K-RGASVD) (generalized K-means clustering for RGASVD) method. The comparison results demonstrate the proposed model can remove the data redundancy and reduce the computational complexity, and can meanwhile effectively preserve the inherent color structures. The result suggests its potential as a homogeneous and efficient tool in various applications of color image analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse representations of color image based on dictionary learning have currently been an active area for its potential of providing extremely high performance for various applications [1] , [2] , [30] , [31] . In this framework, a color image can be well-represented as a sparse linear combination of elements from an appropriately chosen over-complete dictionary instead of being separated into independent components [3] , [4] . The quality of dictionary determines the performance of the sparse coding, which can be chosen as a pre-defined set of bases, such as geometric transformations, wavelets [5] , curvelets [6] , contourlets [7] , shorttime Fourier kernels [8] , Laplacian pyramid [9] , or unions of bases.
Traditional monochrome models regard each color image pixel as a scalar and process the pixel in an independent way, which fails to exploit the inter-relationship among the RGB color channels, potentially resulting in some color distortions and blurring effects always appearing in reconstruction results [10] , [11] . Although the scalar product is modified to enforce average colors, which improves the efficiency of the representation for denoising [1] , inpainting [12] classification [13] and object detection [14] , some unsatisfying results still persist. For improvement, Mairal et al. [15] proposed a concatenate model by performing a simple concatenation of the RGB values to a single vector and training on those directly to alleviate the hue distortion problem. Unfortunately, the lack of explicit constraints on the correlations among color channels inevitably leads to some unsatisfying results. Another strategy is using independent color channels rather than RGB channels. Pang et al. [16] presented a novel method to perform image colorization using sparse representation in YUV color space, which leads to high-quality colorizations with small number of given color pixels. But due to its limitations, it can only be applied in device dependent image processing, such as demosaicing [17] .
Quaternions extend complex numbers with a real part and three imaginary parts [18] , [19] . Quaternion-based methods have shown the efficiency in dealing with color images [20] , [21] . Recently, quaternions have been introduced to represent three-channel RGB structures for vector sparse representations of color images [3] , [22] , [23] , which have shown improved performance for reconstruction [3] , denoising [22] , inpainting [23] and super-resolution [4] . Xu et al. [23] proposed a vector sparse representation model for color images using quaternion matrix analysis, which conducts the sparse basis selection in quaternion space to successfully avoid the hue bias issue. However, the quaternion-based methods are known to suffer from high computational complexity due to non-commutative multiplication. To improve the method, reduced quaternion matrix (RQM) with commutative multiplication is introduced to reduce computational complexity [24] , [25] . Shan et al. [26] provided a new vector-valued sparse representation model for color images using RQM.
In general, the existing sparse models treat each color image pixel either as a scalar [1] , [12] - [14] , which loses some color structures, or as a quaternion vector matrix [22] , [23] , [27] with high computational complexity. In this paper, we propose a novel sparse representation model for multichannel image based on geometric algebra [28] . In particular, a novel theory of reduced geometric algebra (RGA) is provided with commutative multiplication rules. Taking advantage of the RGA theory, the model represents each color image as a multivector [29] with the spatial and spectral information in RGA space, where the basic operational rules, properties and SVD analysis of color image are defined. We use multivector operations among the color atoms of the learned RGA-based dictionary and the sparse RGA-based coefficients to reconstruct color image blocks. Then, the corresponding dictionary learning method namely K-RGASVD (Generalized K-means clustering for Singular Value Decomposition using RGA), is provided. The RGA-OMP (orthogonal matching pursuit in RGA form) method is used to compute the sparse coefficients. Thus it achieves the removal of the redundancy among color channels, the inherent color structures preserved, and low computational complexity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III describes the basic concepts of reduced geometric algebra. The novel RGA-based sparse representation model is provided in Section IV. The RGA-based dictionary training algorithm is represented in Section V. In Section VI, the reconstruction and denoising experiments are implemented to show the effectiveness and rationality of this algorithm. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. SPARSE REPRESENTATION MODELS FOR COLOR IMAGE
Current researches on image sparse representation proposed mostly focused on patch processing [1] , [2] . Denote a color image F, we superimpose all the pixels of each overlapped image patch in each channel and denote the resulting scalar vector as f C ∈ R n , where n equals to the size of the patch vector, the subscript C = R, G, B treats the RGB color channels respectively.
Different dictionaries corresponding to each color channels independently, which proposed by color image sparse models, can be denoted as
where D C is the corresponding dictionary, and g C is the assumed sparse coefficient vector. In particular, this monochrome sparse model has achieved state-of-the-art performance for gray-scale i.e. single-channel image processing. However, in terms of color images, it naively represents RGB channels as three independent ''gray-scale'' images and processes them in a monochrome manner. Owing to the loss of orthogonal property and the lack of inter-correlation among the RGB color channels of this monochrome strategy, it is bound to produce some unsatisfying results, such as hue distortions in the reconstruction results.
In fact, a color image with RGB color channels cannot be just regarded as a scalar, a vector-valued function is employed naturally to denote the structure of color information. Then, the vector form is defined by the pure quaternion form aṡ
n , applying the quaternion representation, the quaternion-based sparse representation model has been given in [23] as
is a sparse quaternion coefficient vector corresponding, with its components a 0 , a 1 , a 2 and a 3 ∈ R K . Here ȧ 0 means the amount of nonzero components in the quaternion coefficient vector.
Compared with the existing monochromatic-based models, it only displays the transformation from gray-scale images to color images, while the quaternion-based method deals with multi-channel information in a unified way to imitate the process of human visual perception. The coefficient matrix captures both the relationship among color channels and the orthogonal property successfully. And the four channel dictionaries uniformly transform f r , f g and f b into a better color space that is orthogonal. The obvious advantage of the quaternion-based method is that it maintains the inherent structures of RGB channels during image reconstruction.
As a matter of fact, the color image is represented as a pure quaternion. However, a series of operations will produce a quaternion containing the real part. Quaternion multiplication consists of sixteen real multiplication and twelve real additions. In addition, the quaternion multiplication is noncommutative, which is not conducive to the design of fast algorithm. Thus, quaternion-based model leads to a large number of data redundancy and high algorithm complexity.
B. THE BASICS OF GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA
William K. Clifford introduced Geometric Algebra (GA), also known as Clifford Algebra, which provides a coordinate-free framework to make the computations efficiently [28] , [29] , [32] , [33] . It completes the constructions and modellings in a coordinate-free manner and also has revealed wide applications in both physics and computer vision [34] - [36] .
Suppose G n is n-dimensional Geometric Algebra with an orthogonal basis e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n . If x ∈ G n , then, x can be represented as
where
In general, geometric product of the basis elements will generate a new element. The geometric product of two basis vectors e i and e j is e i e j and it is anti-commutative. Generally, it is denoted e ij = e i e j = −e j e i = −e ji , ∀i = j
A basis vector multiplies itself to generate two possible values 1 or -1 for nonnegative integers p and q such that n = p + q. It is formulated
For vectors w and z, the geometric product is denoted as:
where w · z defines the inner product, w ∧ z denotes the outer product. The geometric product has the properties as follows
Therefore, the geometric product is an object of mixed grades: it has a scalar part w · z and a bivector part w ∧ z.
It can be seen that the geometric product is neither fully symmetric, nor fully anti-symmetric. The mathematical relationship between the two vectors can be obtained completely in GA theory.
In GA, multivectors, which are the extension of vectors to higher dimensions, are the basic elements. Any multivector
In the next section, we will show the basic concept of the reduced geometric algebra to overcome the high complexity issue of the raw geometric algebra.
III. REDUCED GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA (RGA)
The multiplication of GA above is not commutative, which leads to the high algorithm complexity. As an improvement, we provide a novel geometric algebra theory with commutative properties.
A. DEFINITION
The Reduced Geometric Algebra (RGA) is defined as follows:
According to eq. (4), the geometric product of γ i and γ j is shown as
At the same time, we define:
Take n = 3 for instance, γ 2 1 = γ 2 , γ 2 2 = γ 3 , γ 2 3 = γ 1 . According to (10) and (11), the multiplication of γ i is commutative. RGA is denoted as G R n and is the space generated by the collection of
2 is denoted as:
B. THE PROPERTIES OF REDUCED GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA
The addition and subtraction operations of G R 2 can refer to GA, here the multiplication operation is provided as follows.
Form (13), we can see that the results of the multiplication of k and l only contain γ 1 , γ 2 and γ 12 components, and no superfluous components are produced. Therefore, the 2-dimensional RGA overcomes the data redundancy embodied in the previous sparse representation for color image based on quaternion.
The norm of the elements in G R 2 is defined as
The conjugate of k is defined as
According to (16) , the following equations are obtained
Solving the above equations yields the values of the individual components in (15), but not all the elements of G R 2 are conjugate.
Therefore, the inverse of element k in G R 2 is denoted as:
In RGA, multivectors, which are the extension of vectors to higher dimensions, are the basic elements. Any multivector
C. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD) OF RGA
We perform the SVD of RGA using the equivalent complex matrix. Then, the form of (β 1 , β 2 ) is introduced to represent a RGA multivector in another way. β 1 , β 2 contain the following rules:
Then, the RGA multivector K (M ) is presented as follows:
and K 3 2(M ) are real, γ 1 , γ 2 and γ 12 are basis of RGA. The addition and multiplication of the RGA multivector can be obtained by the corresponding processes of complex matrices.
Inspired by the process of computing the SVD of the quaternion matrix [19] , [23] , [27] , [37] , the SVD of the RGA multivector can be performed by using its equivalent complex matrices. Three main steps are included as follows: decomposition, properties of unitary matrices, and reconstruction. We use the form of (β 1 , β 2 ) to simplify these steps.
Suppose a RGA multivector is given as
Thus, K 1(C) and K 2(C) are two equivalent complex matrices. The SVD of K 1(C) and K 2(C) is defined as
where 1(C) and 1(C) are two diagonal matrices with real elements, i.e., δ 1,i and δ 2,i , i = 1, · · · , n, respectively. The superscript H denotes the Hermitian transpose. The unitary matrices U (C) and V (C) satisfy the following expression:
Therefore, RGASVD is defined as
since β 1 β 2 = 0, β 2 1 = β 1 , β 2 2 = β 2 , RGASVD can be simplified as follows: (27) where
The SVD of the RGA multivector (RGASVD) is performed by the complex SVD of the equivalent complex matrices. Consequently, the original RGA multivector is reconstructed by the sum of outer products:
where K (M ) is the reconstruction of K (M ) . The complexity of RGASVD is much lower than the quaternion application because more real multiplications are needed to calculate the product of two quaternions. Thus, the use of RGASVD for color image processing is more efficient than using quaternion.
IV. THE RGA-SPARSE REPRESENTATION MODEL FOR MULTI-CHANNEL IMAGE
Given a color image I, its RGA form is
where I R (x, y), I G (x, y) and I B (x, y) are the three color components of color image I (x, y) respectively. Specifically, the three color components are assigned to γ 1 , γ 2 and γ 12 components of the 2-dimensional RGA (G R 2 ) respectively, and the color image pixel I (x, y) is re-presented in the form of a reduced geometric algebraic multivector. Each pixel of the image gives a data structure that is RGA.
To take the inter-relationship among the RGB channels into consideration, a novel sparse representation model (RGA-SR) for color image based on reduced geometric algebra is presented in this paper. The patch f in the RGA form is given as:
Then, the proposed model is defined as:
M is denoted as a RGA coefficient vector.
The objective function g 0 obtains the amount of non-zero elements of g. Then, we can obtain the following equation as the generalized form of color image representation model
Since
Therefore, we can obtain
Then, we rewrite (34) in the same form as (32) to obtaiñ
The advantages of reduced geometric algebra (RGA)-based sparse representation model in (31) over traditional sparse models for color image can be summarized as follows:
First, both the orthogonal property and the correlation among multiple channels are jointly preserved in the coefficient matrix. Each color channel is linearly correlated with the RGA dictionary, which is superior to traditional models in which atoms are selected from three independent channel dictionaries since the three-channel interrelationship for color patches can be preserved by properly training the RGA-based dictionary D.
Then, as shown in (34), the explicit linear relationship among channel dictionaries, which has been proven to be useful in color constancy, is described by g 1 , g 2 and g 3 .
Finally, since the RGA is commutative, the complexity of the algorithm is effectively reduced during the dictionary training stage, and the data redundancy is reduced accordingly.
V. RGA-BASED DICTIONARY TRAINING
A. RGA DICTIONARY TRAINING When both the dictionary and the coefficients are unknown variables, the RGA-based dictionary training process can be deemed as an extension of the model in (31) . Then, this process can be defined as
the dictionary with M atoms in the RGA form, and G =
M ×K is the sparse coefficient vector, and G 0 counts the number of nonzero elements for each column in G. As the extension of K-SVD [2] , a dictionary training method based on RGA theory, namely K-RGASVD, is introduced for the first time to realize the optimized RGA-based dictionary. It is composed of the following two parts, sparse coding phase and dictionary updating phase.
First, a sparse coefficient matrix G needs to be obtained during the sparse coding stage, in which a fixed dictionary D in (36) is already given. In general, there exist a variety of methods that can be used to solve this sparse coding problem. Among them, methods such as matching pursuit (MP) [38] , basis pursuit (BP) [39] and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [23] , [27] are the most common ones. Inspired by the high efficiency of OMP algorithm, the reduced geometric algebra-based orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm called RGA-OMP is designed in this paper.
The RGA-OMP algorithm can be applied to solve the problem of decomposing signal F ∈ G R 2 N ×K with a fixed
where G ∈ G R 2 M ×K is the sparse coefficient vector and G ≤ T is the stopping criteria. By specifying the maximum number of non-zero coefficients per signal, it can mitigate the NP-hard 0 -norm sparse coding problem. Table 1 shows the details of RGA-OMP algorithm for each color image patch.
Obviously, RGA-OMP for RGA multivector is an extension of traditional OMP for the real data. Generally, the increase of the iteration number J leads to the consequent reduction of the reconstruction residual. And since the sparse coding phase aims to obtain the value of reconstruction residual as small as possible, and the sparsity of coefficient vector as large as possible, we set an upper bound of J to balance them. Once the solution of sparse coding problem is given, the next step is to train the RGA-based dictionary D. Instead of fixing the coefficient vector during dictionary learning, our K-RGASVD method has the ability to update coefficient simultaneously, which is highly efficient. For each atom d m and the corresponding coefficients G m -the m-th row of G, we update both of them by decomposing the remaining representation error E m = F − j =m d j g j using RGASVD presented in section III. As mentioned above, it can be observed that there are more information contained in the first basis of RGASVD than in the SVD of color images, which shows the more efficiency of using K-RGASVD to update atoms and corresponding coefficients. The details of K-RGASVD algorithm is given in Table 2 :
B. FURTHER ANALYSIS
To further analyze the efficiency of the RGA-based joint sparse representation model, the time complexity of K-RGASVD will be compared to K-SVD [2] (the traditional monochrome sparse model) and K-QSVD [23] (quaternionbased sparse model). Because K-RGASVD makes use of the same framework of traditional K-SVD and quaternion form K-QSVD, its convergence is also similar to them. In each iteration, these three methods all consist of sparse coding phase and dictionary updating phase. In sparse coding phase, we use RGA-OMP to obtain sparse codes while keeping the dictionary fixed. The RGA-OMP is also a greedy algorithm like OMP, which means the construction residual will decrease when the number of nonzero coefficients we select keep growing. That is to say, the reconstruction residual reduces regarding the number of iteration. In dictionary learning phase, we optimize dictionary as K-SVD does while keeping the sparse codes fixed. The energy of the previous residual error matrix is reduced while each atom updating. Dictionaries learned with K-SVD, K-QSVD and K-RGASVD are visualized in Fig. 1 . 
FIGURE 1. Visualization of the color image dictionaries learned by K-SVD (a), K-QSVD (b), and K-RGASVD (c).
It is clearly shown in Fig.1 that the dictionary learned by the K-SVD has many color-less atoms for the reconstruction of spatial structures. Because of the emphasis on the basic spatial structures of concatenated channel images by K-SVD method, it cannot generate atoms rich enough to represent the diversity of colors. In contrast, the quaternion dictionary earned by the K-QSVD has more color which captures the interrelationship among color channels as well as the spatial coherence better. However, its main drawback is exposed while processing the real part of the quaternionic data. For the quaternion-based sparse model, although the imageḟ ∈ H N and the atomsḊ are pure, the obtained sparse approximatioṅ f =Ḋȧ is not necessarily pure. Its real part has to be reset, which increases the residue and then leads to the data redundancy.
In order to advance the above two dictionaries, the RGA dictionary learned by the K-RGASVD method is obtained and shown in Fig.1(c) . The color of the RGA dictionary seems to be nearly equivalent, compared to the quaternion dictionary learned by the K-QSVD method in Fig.1 (b) . The proposed RGA-based sparse model takes full advantage of the RGA (only three base elements γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 12 are used for color image), no extra component is produced. Thus, the RGA overcomes the data redundancy experienced by the previous quaternion in color image modeling.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct color image reconstruction and denoising experiments to evaluate the practical performance and computational efficiency of our proposed RGA-based sparse representation model.
A. DATA SETS
To better evaluate the adaptive capacity, variety of color images are used and included in the color image data set, some of which can be obtained from http://tabby.vision. mcgill.ca/ html/browsedownload.html. Fig. 2 shows the example color images used in the experiments. 
B. COLOR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
We first evaluate the proposed K-RGASVD based sparse model through color image reconstruction experiments at different sparsity, comparing with K-SVD and quaternionbased sparse models. Based on the data sets above, the dictionaries using K-SVD, K-QSVD and K-RGASVD are trained respectively on the same training samples.
A reasonable computational complexity can be maintained by choosing an appropriate number of dictionary atoms, which is not particularly large or small. In the sparse coding stage, we set the sparsity parameter T in OMP/QOMP/ RGA-OMP for the three sparse models, where T means the maximum value of nonzero coefficients allowed for representing each image block.
The first reconstruction experiment is implemented to verify the superior performance of our K-RGASVD based sparse model through the PSNR (dB) values over different sparse parameter T for the three sparse models. And the number of the atoms of the three dictionary have been all fixed to be M = 256. The relationship between reconstructed PSNR and sparse sparsity parameter T is shown in Fig.3 .
It can be seen from Fig.3 , the PSNR values of the proposed RGA-based and quaternion-based sparse models are almost similar or a little higher. And they can present exactly higher PSNR values comparing to the traditional sparse model using K-SVD method under the same sparse parameter. When the number of atoms used increases, the superiority becomes even more distinct.
Besides, the number of dictionary atoms is also an important indicator to evaluate the performance of reconstruction, and normally, has been fixed to be M = 256. Since we suspect quaternions and our RGA better capture the correlations of color channels, we now test the K-SVD, K-QSVD and our K-RGASVD algorithms with variety of atoms to see if these correlations can lead to a lower-redundancy for the dictionary. The results are depicted in Fig. 4 . In this experiment, we test the reconstruction results of the three methods using dictionaries with the same number VOLUME 6, 2018 of atoms. The number of the atoms is set as 64, 128, 256, and 512. Clearly, in Fig.4 , compared with the K-SVD based model, the K-QSVD and our K-RGASVD based models show great improvement in terms of the reconstruction PSNR values. And the increasing number of dictionary atoms greatly improves the results. This improvement can be more effective in the adaptive dictionary method.
Generally, our K-RGASVD based model shows similar or a little higher PSNR values compared with the K-QSVD based model.
C. COLOR IMAGE DENOISING
Then, another application-denoising experiments are conducted on various color images at different noise levels. As described above, each pixel of a color image can be represented in the RGA form using the proposed algorithm. Let F 0 be a clean color image in RGA form, consider a noisy version of it, Y, corrupted by an additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise in RGA form with standard deviation σ . Then the noisy image can be represented as
where 
The denoising problem can be transformed to the solution of the following function: The solution of (39) can be obtained by the proposed model, where the RGA-OMP is implemented to suppressed noise points of color image.
Generally, we set, the number of iterations J = 30, the size of color image patches to 8 × 8, the threshold of denoising ε = N (Cσ ) 2 and C = 1.15, the number of RGA dictionary atoms M = 256. . It is clearly shown that the K-SVD based model loses some color information and structures owing to the loss of correlation of RGB channels. Also, it tends to introduce color bias and blurring effects. As the improvement, the K-QSVD based model treats the total color image as a quaternion matrix and analogously, the K-RGASVD based model regards the image to be a multivector in the RGA form. In terms of denoising effect, the two models seem to be slightly equivalent. Particularly, the advantages are shown in homogenous region, not only more of the image particulars are presented, but also colors with better fidelity can be preserved after denoising.
The PSNR values using different denoising models for different color testing images over different noise levels are set out in Table 3 . The noisy images are obtained by adding white Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 10, 20, 30, 40. These quantitative evaluation results further illustrate the conclusion in an objective way. It is obviously observed that, from Table 3 , the use of RGA indeed captures the relationship of the color channels, resulting in quite better results than the first scheme that uses K-SVD method for each channel separately. In terms of PSNR values, the PSNR values of the image using K-RGASVD method give almost as much high performance as with the K-QSVD method. Also, the PSNR values of these two models resemble the one based on K-SVD method.
To further analyze the efficiency of our proposed K-RGASVD based model, we study the computational complexity of this algorithm and compare it to K-QSVD based model. The approximate time is calculated by using MAT-LAB on a desktop PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2328M 2.20GHz CPU and 4 GB memory. Table 4 shows that the elapsed time of K-RGASVD is less than the elapsed time of K-QSVD.
Compared with K-QSVD algorithm in quaternion-based sparse model, our K-RGASVD algorithm has much lower computational complexity. Moreover, focusing on color image representation, in quaternion-based sparse model, the quaternion addition and multiplication require 4 FLOPs and 28 FLOPs (16 floating-point multiplications and 12 floatingpoint additions), respectively [23] . And in our RGA-based sparse model, the RGA addition and multiplication only require 3 FLOPs and 15 FLOPs (9 floating-point multiplications and 6 floating-point additions). Furthermore, the multiplication operation of the RGA satisfies the commutation rule, so that the computational complexity is much lower than quaternion in the concrete programming process.
The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm can be ascribed to the parameter estimation of the testing image, the eigen decomposition of the RGA, and the multiplication of two RGA unitary matrix operations. From Table 4 , we can clearly see that, owing to the commutative multiplication operation of RGA, our proposed K-RGASVD algorithm achieves far less computational complexity compared to the K-QSVD algorithm.
Therefore, we can conclude that, compared with the existing sparse models, our proposed joint representation model based on RGA can greatly improve the performance of color image processing while reducing the time complexity and removing the data redundancy.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel sparse representation model for multichannel image based on reduced geometric algebra is proposed, which formulates the color image as a multivector with the spatial and spectral information in RGA space. Our proposed K-RGASVD based model is shown better at retaining certain texture and color information in the image for the retention of the correlation between multiple RGB channels. The experiments of reconstruction and denoising on natural color images demonstrate our proposed model can preserve inherent color structures completely, remove the data redundancy and reduce the computational complexity. Currently, our model focuses on modeling the multichannel correlation which can be regarded as a sequence of channels for image information. We would like to extend to the case covering multiple images in video. On the other hand, we want to investigate the multivector sparse representation of multispectral images based on geometric algebra. It is expected that the proposed RGA-SR model will be a homogeneous and efficient tool in various applications of image analysis. 
